
            

Review: Busy Fingers  Fidget Lap Pad by Fun & Function

I received this item to facilitate this review; all opinions are my own.

A difficult problem for kids with sensory issues is sitting still. And while I’m no fan of long swaths

of sitting still (especially in school!), there are times when a little less squirming comes in handy,

like during a hair cut or a performance. Obviously, we parents do what we can to limit the time

our kids with autism or SPD or ADHD need to sit still, but it’s great to have a little help with this.

The Busy Fingers<sup>TM</sup> Fidget Lap Pad by Fun & Function is designed to help with that

problem.

THE GOOD

Ha, the kids loved this toy! Both Amelia and Zoe enjoyed and this morning, I gave it to Zoe as she

was having trouble getting organized to leave for school. What happened? I reveal in the video:
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THE BAD

My daughter has a thing about pillow cases, especially ones that zip, and so I’m hard pressed

since the day I brought it home to find the 2 items at the same time. Still seems to work fine for

her using either side, but I’m a little Type A about the whole thing myself…

OVERALL OPINION

This is a great tool for fidgety kids. It also has a soothing amount of weight for little kids so it’s

great to position in their lap to keep them on target. I can imagine this being great for a car ride

too – Zoe goes through periods where even a 20 minutes trip can bother her, and judging how

distracted this was today, I think it would be a great addition to our backseat.

Busy fingers is available at Fun & Function for $34.99, and is ideal for kids who need tactile stim-

ulation so they can focus.

This entry was posted in autism spectrum disorder, parenting special needs, reviews on November 19,

2013 [http://mom-blog.com/2013/11/review-busy-fingerstm-fidget-lap-pad-fun-function/] .
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i totally get why this would work i just don’t understand why it would cost so much. Do you often

see higher prices for specialty items like this that are geared towards special needs kids?

glad zoe likes it though, I guess that’s the point.

have a great holiday Gina.

Melinda@LookWhatMomFound…andDadtoo´s last blog post ..Holiday Cards from Cardstore

Oh yes! Like sensory blankets, which are crib sized and when we looked at them years ago, start-

ed at $250. Don’t even get me started on how pricey the sensory clothes are! And of course, the

kids only respond to iPads, not tablets.  Although with this item, I can see how you’d have to

careful with construction – you wouldn’t want a kid to pull it apart (been there). Wonder if that

contributes to cost?
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